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Let’s Get to Know 

You!



Purpose/ Objectives

1. What is AI?

2. Should I be scared of it?

3. Is AI already in my classroom?

4. What are some tools that use AI that I might want to use?

5. What are some resources for the ethics and legality of AI?



Why We Need to Talk about AI 

and Education…



The Workplace

1950’s 

The Classroom



The Classroom The Workplace

1990’s 



The Workplace

Current 

The Classroom



AI That is Already in Your Classroom

http://ks.com/?_s=1294483980041774
https://www.texthelp.com/products/read-and-write-education/for-google-chrome/
https://www.grammarly.com/
https://www.naturalreaders.com/
https://www.gingersoftware.com/
http://www.canva.com/
https://lalilo.com/?language=en


The WorkplaceThe Classroom

Future?



What is AI?

• Computer science

• Creates “intelligence” from data, algorithms, hardware

• Makes decisions, finds patterns, does actions

• Very general term

• Built as

• Rule-based systems

• Machine learning

Ruiz & Fusco, 2023



Some Terms to Know….

Algorithm: the AI rules

Natural Language Processors: ability to understand 

and comprehend language

Intelligent Tutoring Systems/ Adaptive Learning:

Material presented to student changes based on how the 

student performs 

Machine learning: The AI learns rules and patterns 

without a human giving it those rules
Ruiz & Fusco, 2023



Natural Language 

Processor

Intelligent Tutoring/ 

Adaptive Learning

Machine Learning Some combination or 

Something Else…

So… What Types of AI are These?

http://ks.com/?_s=1294483980041774
https://www.texthelp.com/products/read-and-write-education/for-google-chrome/
https://www.grammarly.com/
https://www.naturalreaders.com/
https://www.gingersoftware.com/
http://www.canva.com/
https://lalilo.com/?language=en


What is Generative AI?

Generate text, images, data based on prompt

Large Language Model (LLM) chatbots



So… What’s ChatGPT?

Generative: responds to questions/ prompts

Pre-trained: trained in advance

Transformer: a type of language model

Ruiz & Fusco, 2023



Image generated 
by ChatGPT

Story of ChatGPT



Image generated 
by ChatGPT



Image generated 
by ChatGPT



Image generated 
by ChatGPT

April 2023



Image generated 
by ChatGPT



• AI algorithms are black boxes

• Don’t know how AI uses data

• Lack of transparency 

The Black Box

Human inputs prompt AI output

Ruiz & Fusco, 2023



Is AI a Friend or an Enemy?



Types of AI and Examples



How to Find AI?

https://theresanaiforthat.com/
https://aitoolreport.com/
https://aieducator.tools/
https://ciddl.org/


Chatbots: ChatGPT & Google Bard



Chatbots in the Classroom: Teachers

- Create passages at specific grade levels, on specific topics

- Differentiate reading level, simplify concepts/terms

- Write comprehension questions for a given text

- Create word problems with specific functions

- Design study guides, templates, summaries for given text

- Create rubric, provide feedback, grading

- Develop social stories, scenarios, exemplars

- Create lesson plans

- Write parent emails

- Draft IEP components (e.g., PLOP, SMART goals)



Chatbots in the Classroom: Students

- Brainstorm ideas 

- Edit writing

- Practice writing emails (e.g., elaboration)

- Create and refine a research question

- Research a topic (with Bard)

- Chatbot makes a claim; students search for primary 

sources to back it up (e.g., history)

- Chatbot creates an output, students check it for accuracy



Chatbots Cautions

- Never share student personal information 

- Beware of AI hallucinations

- Check everything a chatbot generates for accuracy

- More is coming up …

It’s just a 
tool!



Image Generation

https://www.canva.com/magic/
https://openai.com/dall-e-3
https://www.freepik.com/ai/images


Image generation in the Classroom: 
Creating stories

Once upon a time, in a bright and 
colorful world, there lived a friendly 
turtle named Timmy. Timmy was a 
little turtle with a big heart and an 
even bigger smile. One sunny day, 
Timmy decided it was time for his 
very first visit to the dentist. He put 
on his small backpack and set off 
on an adventure.

Prompt: write a story with pictures meant for a 3rd grader with autism who decodes at the 2nd 
grade level and comprehends at the kindergarten grade level about a turtle who goes to the 
dentist. The moral of the story should be that the dentist isn't scary.



Image Generation Cautions

• spelling and grammar

• “extras”



Content Generator: MIZOU

• Allows creating

• Interactive activities

• Assessments, quizzes

• Homework

• Rubrics

• Multiple formats

• Captions

• Supports 50 languages

• Student data protection

https://mizou.com/


Other Content Creators: 

Gamma.app Curipod

https://gamma.app/?lng=en
https://curipod.com/


Teaching Assistant: MagicSchool

https://www.magicschool.ai/


MagicSchool in the Classroom

Top Magic Tools for Special Education Teachers:

• IEP Generator

• Accommodations Suggestion Generator

• Text Leveler

• Assignment Scaffolder



One More Teaching Assistant: Diffit

• Adapt reading levels

• Copy/paste

• Article upload

• URL/websites

• Generate passages

• Add questions

• Export student-ready resources

https://web.diffit.me/


Magic To Do - GoblinTools

Task Analysis Tool

• Break assignment into chunks

• Create a list of steps

• Sequencing activities

• Self-monitoring

Emphasizer Tool

https://goblin.tools/


AI and UDL: LUDIA

https://poe.com/universal_link_page?handle=Iudia


What is Your One Biggest Concern 

about Generative AI?



ChatGPT in the IEP?
Considerations for generative AI as an accommodation/modification



A Quick Reminder…

created by ChatGPT



Aspect Universal Support Accommodation Modification

Learning Goal Learn about the Revolutionary War Learn about the Revolutionary War
Develop a 5-paragraph essay 

about the Revolutionary War

Use of AI

All students can use any source 

(video, internet, books, AI) to gather 

information. Everyone shares their 

learning in a preferred medium.

Only some students use AI to 

generate information in list form, as 

a jumping-off point, while others use 

traditional methods.

Student uses AI (e.g., ChatGPT) 

to write a 5-paragraph essay.

Goal of the 

Assignment
To learn about the revolutionary war. To learn about the revolutionary war.

To learn about writing a 5 

paragraph essay and the 

revolutionary war. Learning how 

to prompt AI is a goal for the 

student.

Assessment 

Focus

Assessing student’s knowledge of 

the war, not how well someone can 

navigate the library.

Assessing student’s knowledge of 

the war, not how well someone can 

navigate the library.

A valid skill, but the learning 

goal differs from the rest of the 

class, making it a modification.

An Example…

(Goldman, 2023)
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A quick sum up…

• ChatGPT is a tool

• Context matters

• Depending on the situation, it can be a universal 

Support, accommodation, or modification

• Focus on removing barriers to meet the learning goal



Legal/Ethical Considerations



Student Data and Privacy



Consider Where the Data Come From 
(Bias)

- Models are trained off of the 

information that is available on the 

internet

- The voices that dictate those stories 

are the ones that drive the models

- Consider who has the story told, who 

is telling it, and who is absent. 
(Marino et al., 2023)



Plagiarism

• Hard to detect

• Existing AI detectors (in its infancy; not accurate): 

• Turnitin

• ZeroGPT and GPTZero

• Work around:

• Use your instincts

• Use tools that provide revision history

• Check the references

• Consider how to adapt your assignments to target learning 

goals in more personalized ways, leveraging AI
(Marino et al., 2023)

https://www.turnitin.com/
https://www.zerogpt.com/
https://gptzero.me/


Generative AI Will Change Education

One way to do it… Multiple ways…

(CAST, 2024)



What are You Still Wondering About?



Come join us in the tech playground!

Tech Blitzes

10 minute step-by-step 
presentations focused on 
using AI and tech tools in 
your classroom!

Learn it today, use it 
tomorrow!

Ask the AI expert

Got questions about AI? 
Want some 1-on-1 time 
with an expert? Check out 
the booth in the tech 
playground!

https://cecconvention.org/
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Additional AI
• Seeing AI - visual impairment
• Envision AI - visual impairment
• EditGPT - editing
• Sapling - editing
• Prowritingaid - editing
• Ember.ly - brainstorming/ mindmap
• Trellis - reading
• ARASAAC - AAC
• Ahref - writing resources 
• SLAIT - Sign language to text/ speech to text
• Formative - assessment
• Reading Coach - fluency
• Findsight - reading/ writing (claims)

https://www.seeingai.com/
https://www.letsenvision.com/
https://editgpt.app/dashboard
http://sapling.ai
https://prowritingaid.com/
https://ember.ly/
https://beta.readtrellis.com/
https://arasaac.org/index.html
https://ahrefs.com/writing-tools/outline-generator
https://slait.ai/
https://en-gb.formative.com/ai-powered?ref=taaft&utm_source=taaft&utm_medium=referral
https://coach.microsoft.com/?ref=taaft&utm_source=taaft&utm_medium=referral
https://findsight.ai/?ref=taaft&utm_source=taaft&utm_medium=referral


Additional Resources from CIDDL

• CIDDL’s website

• Join the CIDDL’s 

Community!

• CIDDL’s Youtube

• Recommended Books/ 

Readings

• Tool Library

https://ciddl.org/ciddl-artificial-intelligence/
https://community.ciddl.org/
https://community.ciddl.org/
https://www.youtube.com/@ciddlcenter2802
https://ciddl.org/resources-for-learning-about-ai-going-into-2024-2/
https://ciddl.org/resources-for-learning-about-ai-going-into-2024-2/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TRTcM62B7QmkGNcZNVOJapT8anZwesFyb18OHHrZnuU/edit#gid=278074709


AI Legislation

• Department of Ed Tech: Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Teaching 

and Learning

• White House Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights

• Ethical Guidelines on the Use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Data in 

Teaching and Learning for Educators

• UNESCO AI Resources

• Whitehouse Executive Order

https://tech.ed.gov/ai/
https://tech.ed.gov/ai/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Blueprint-for-an-AI-Bill-of-Rights.pdf
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d81a0d54-5348-11ed-92ed-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d81a0d54-5348-11ed-92ed-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://www.unesco.org/en/digital-education/artificial-intelligence
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2023/10/30/executive-order-on-the-safe-secure-and-trustworthy-development-and-use-of-artificial-intelligence/


Additional Resources

• UNESCO’s K-12 AI Curricula Guide

• K-12 Readiness Checklist

• ISTE AI

• The Future of Artificial Intelligence in Special Education 

Technology

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000380602
https://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/417/K-12%20Generative%20AI%20Readiness%20Checklist%20October%202023%20v1.1%202.pdf
https://iste.org/ai
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/01626434231165977?casa_token=i3Iret2w7x4AAAAA%3AubOY5yRZ_CgXLWuCBGm7BBS7TXnslv9FTvdHunOhF0ENF9Pt1kBpW5tGtZQGg2wEm_4OctViOEu2-A
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/01626434231165977?casa_token=i3Iret2w7x4AAAAA%3AubOY5yRZ_CgXLWuCBGm7BBS7TXnslv9FTvdHunOhF0ENF9Pt1kBpW5tGtZQGg2wEm_4OctViOEu2-A
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